Radiometric accuracy and stability of sentinel-1A determined using point targets
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ABSTRACT

Sentinel-1A is a space-borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) system developed in the frame of the Copernicus Program. The German Aerospace Center supported the radiometric and polarimetric calibration of Sentinel-1A by the analysis of point target responses of several acquisitions considering different modes, beams, and polarization channels. An elevation dependent bias, which had not been properly predicted by the used antenna model, was found for all investigated modes. Offsets of up to 2 dB were determined during the SAR instrument calibration phase, in particular, for low and high elevation angles. Therefore, in order to correct these elevation biases, a radiometric refinement was carried out by European Space Agency in November 2015. After that, Sentinel-1A radiometric accuracy and long-term stability were analyzed over a period of 1.5 years. For this period, the absolute calibration factor and the channel imbalance were determined for the main imaging mode. Moreover, a slight drift of the derived calibration factor was observed starting from July 2016. At the same time an anomaly was detected in the front-end affecting several transmit and receive modules in one tile. The radiometric behavior of Sentinel-1A should therefore be monitored for a longer period of time, especially to detect potential degradation effects of the SAR instrument.

Introduction

Sentinel-1 is the first space-borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) mission in the frame of the Copernicus program for Earth Observation directed by the European Commission in partnership with the European Space Agency (ESA). The main objective of the Sentinel-1 mission is to ensure the continuity of C-band SAR data acquisitions for global monitoring applications [1]. The mission consists of two satellites (Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B) flying in near-polar sun-synchronous orbits and each operating a SAR at C-band (5405 MHz). The first satellite of this constellation, Sentinel-1A (S-1A) which is the subject of this study, was launched on April 3, 2014.

Sentinel-1 provides different acquisition modes which mainly differ by its observation coverage and spatial resolution [2]. For the Stripmap mode one of the six available beams (S1–S6) is selected which operates with a specific antenna elevation range; but each of the Stripmap beams covers a swath wide of about 80 km with a spatial resolution of 5 m×5 m. To enlarge the covered observation area during an overpass a novel technique is used by the Sentinel-1 instrument: the terrain observation with progressive scan (TOPS) [3]. Therefore, the antenna is electronically steered from back to front to sequentially acquire different sub-swathes and thus allow full coverage (without spatial gaps) in flight-direction (azimuth). The interferometric wide swath (IW) mode enables a coverage of about 250 km with a spatial resolution of 5 m (range) by 20 m (azimuth) by switching between three sub-swathes (IW1, IW2, IW3). For the extra-wide swath (EW) mode five sub-swathes (EW1–EW5) are implemented which offer products with a swath width of 400 km and a resolution of 20 m (range) by 40 m (azimuth). The three modes (Stripmap, IW, EW) which are analyzed in the current study are operated in dual-polarization (HH+HV, VV+VH).

Since precise radiometric calibration of a spaceborne radar instrument (SAR or scatterometer) is difficult to achieve on-ground, a lot of effort is required in-flight during calibration and validation campaigns (e.g. for ALOS [4], for TerraSAR-X [5], for RISAT-1 [6], for ASCAT [7]). Two different calibration philosophies are pursued in general:

(1) a relative radiometric calibration using large, uniformly distributed targets like rainforest areas and
(2) an absolute radiometric calibration using point targets with a well-known radar cross section (RCS).

For the first method, the radiometric behavior of a wide antenna elevation angle range can be evaluated but spatial and temporal variability exist and allow only a radiometric calibration
in a relative sense [8,9]. For the latter method an adequate number of precise reference targets are needed, which have to be developed, manufactured, deployed, and maintained during the respective calibration campaigns [10–12].

Radiometric and polarimetric calibration of a SAR system and subsequent long-term monitoring of its radiometric stability are essential tasks to ensure the quality of the SAR data. Such high quality and stable SAR products are needed for a number of applications which focus on intensity changes of sequent SAR images [13,14] as needed for biomass estimation, deforestation or ice monitoring. Indeed, the detected changes should be caused by different target scattering conditions but not due to an improperly calibrated or unstable SAR system.

Sentinel-1 should allow a very application-oriented operation in this sense: the absolute radiometric accuracy was defined to be 1 dB (3σ) for all operation modes, a novelty for space-borne SAR systems. Reaching this overall accuracy is a challenging task which increases the calibration accuracy requirements to be considered. For this purpose, The German Aerospace Center (DLR) has developed an efficient system calibration concept for Sentinel-1 [15] which consists of following tasks:

- a geometric calibration (to assign the SAR data to the geometric location on the Earth’s surface),
- an internal calibration (to analyze the instrument performance and stability using internal calibration pulses),
- an antenna pointing determination (to obtain a correct beam pointing of the antenna),
- an antenna model verification (to ensure the precision of the reference pattern required for the radiometric correction across the swath) and
- an absolute radiometric calibration for the radiometric bias correction of the SAR data.

After the launch of S-1A, a SAR system calibration was performed by ESA and their partners during the commissioning phase. Additionally an independent verification of this S-1A system calibration was carried out by the DLR on behalf of ESA [16]. Such an independent system calibration was also performed for S-1B by DLR in 2016 [17]. S-1A commissioning phase was executed under non-ideal conditions and the strong requirement for the absolute radiometric accuracy could therefore not be achieved. Thus, in order to improve the radiometric and polarimetric performance of S-1A, DLR has been offering further support and executing additional calibration activities during the routine operation.

This paper is organized as follows: the DLR reference targets are introduced in the Section “DLR calibration facility”, the results from the radiometric calibration campaign are presented in the Section “Radiometric and polarimetric calibration”. After finishing this calibration campaign ESA performed a radiometric refinement. The radiometric stability has been analyzed for a period of about 1.5 years after the activation of the refinement; the corresponding results are presented in the Section “Radiometric stability and long-term monitoring”, the conclusion is given in the Section “Conclusion”.

DLR calibration facility

The DLR SAR Calibration Center of the Microwave and Radar Institute established a calibration field in Southern Germany able to support multiple SAR missions. Therefore, innovative passive and active point targets were newly developed and manufactured by DLR [18]. Six of them (three corner reflectors and three C-band transponders) were deployed and installed, and have been continuously operated for the Sentinel-1 mission since the launch of S-1A.

The C-band transponders (Fig. 1 - left) have a nominal RCS of about 60 dB m². Each transponder is individually calibrated in an absolute sense [19]. The two antennas allow the simultaneous reception and transmission of electromagnetic pulses. The receiving pulses can be recorded and evaluated to determine the potential pointing error of the SAR instrument and to verify the antenna patterns in azimuth [16]. The compact, thermally

![Fig. 1. DLR point targets, remotely controlled, and autonomous operable for calibrating SAR instruments: C-band transponder (left) and 2.8 m corner reflector (right).](https://www.cambridge.org/core/core)
controlled housing of the transponders ensures the radiometric stability of the point targets with values better than 0.02 dB. The trihedral corner reflectors (Fig. 1 - right) have a leg length of 2.8 m and a radar cross-section of 49.2 dB m² at the center frequency of Sentinel-1. Both target types have an absolute radiometric accuracy of 0.2 dB [17,19].

The DLR point targets are remotely controlled and can be operated autonomously following a given time schedule. This supports a flexible and fast configuration time for different mission setups [20]. The positioner system allows the rotation in azimuth and elevation of both corner reflectors and transponders. This ensures satellite observation constellations in line-of-sight from the target over the full range covering the celestial sphere. The exact alignment of the targets is calculated before the overpass using the predicted orbit of the satellite. Then, the targets are autonomously aligned in line-of-sight towards the satellite right on time. Between consecutive overpasses, the targets are moved back into a "park" position to be protected from object impacts and extreme weather conditions.

Radiometric and polarimetric calibration

Estimating the absolute calibration factor from SAR images

A SAR image contains in general the backscattering of the observation area. The backscattering power of a (usually complex) SAR pixel is related to its amplitude. Providing sufficient spatial resolution, orographic, rural or urban features of a mapped scenery can be identified. Figure 2 depicts a S-1A observation of a rural area of approximately 12 km×12 km where crop fields, forests, and villages can be discerned. The image power can be converted to a RCS (in dBm²) by using the absolute calibration factor and the spatial resolution in both dimensions which are annotated within the given SAR product.

In order to verify the annotated calibration factor, point targets are used as radiometric references. By applying the known RCS of a point target the absolute radiometric bias is then derived from its impulse response. In the center of Fig. 2 such a target response, related to one of the DLR's transponders, is visible. To estimate the target's backscattering power precisely, the integrated pixel method is applied [21]. For this the image pixel power is integrated over the area impacted by the target response mainly along the cut in range and azimuth through the impulse peak (Fig. 2, right). The target backscatter power is estimated from the interpolated data considering the background clutter by subtracting the noise level as described by [22].

In this study the absolute calibration factor is determined from DLR point targets using different modes, beams and polarization channels. For a well-adjusted SAR system a constant absolute calibration factor is expected valid for all modes, beams, and polarization channels. From the variation of the absolute calibration factor the radiometric accuracy of the SAR system is derived.

Statistics for each beam and polarization

Calibration factor statistics are depicted in Fig. 3 for all beams analyzed and for all four polarization combinations (HH, HV, VH, VV); symbols indicate the mean value of each group, error bars the corresponding standard deviation. Filled triangles represent the co-polarization channels (HH, VV), while open triangles the cross-polarization ones (HV, VH); up looking triangles

Fig. 2. Sentinel-1A SAR image (left) of a scene containing the impulse response of a DLR transponder (center). The area around the point target is zoomed out within the white square at the bottom left corner. The pixel power, related to the target impulse response (right), is extracted from the SAR image along a cut in range (horizontal) and azimuth (vertical) dimension. The black lines depict the interpolated response based on used SAR image pixels (red crosses).
indicate H on transmit (HH, HV), down looking V on transmit (VH, VV).

The beam order as depicted in Fig. 3 is related to the antenna elevation angle; the full elevation range is covered for Stripmap and EW modes from low elevation (S1, EW1) to high elevation angles (S6, EW5). The IW mode covers a range from mid to high elevation angles.

Beam-to-beam gain offsets of up to 0.6 dB are visible when focusing on the same polarization and comparing different beams of the same mode (e.g. between S3 and S6 for VV or between IW2 and IW3 for HH).

Furthermore, the standard deviation indicates the variation within one beam. It is in the order of 0.3 dB for most of the co-polarized channel data although higher values are observed for EW mode. EW1 is the beam with the widest elevation range; its standard deviation increases up to 1.2 dB.

Figure 3 also shows the clear polarization dependency of S1A’s absolute calibration factor for this observation period: the HV channel shows the highest calibration factor for almost every beam, while the VH channel the lowest.

Analyzing the differences between both polarization channels (HH, VV), a clear elevation angle dependency is observed. In particular, the highest difference between both co-polarized channels is observed for low and high elevation angles (EW1 and EW5) with values of up to 1.5 dB and with VV always higher than HH. However, no significant distinction is found due to the orbit direction (not shown in plot). Finally, the calibration factors for Stripmap and EW mode are approximately at the same level; these show an offset of about 1 dB with respect to IW mode absolute calibration factor.

In order to investigate the reasons for mode and elevation dependent deviations the impact of the antenna pattern is further analyzed in the following section.

**Channel imbalance analysis to investigate the radiometric accuracy within the beam**

The DLR transponders are operated with a polarization orientation of 45°, that means the received signal from the satellite (in H- or V-polarization) is re-transmitted in both polarizations (H and V) simultaneously by the transponder. Thus, it is possible to estimate the instrument channel imbalance in amplitude and phase from the processed co- and cross-polarized SAR images.

On-ground SAR processing performs several geometric calculations based on external parameters (e.g. a digital elevation model). Such external parameters include additional error sources which can be canceled out by analyzing the channel imbalance instead of the radiometric profile from a single polarization channel. The reason behind is the same geometric assumptions and corrections are used for both polarizations during processing; this impact is canceled out when subtracting one from another.

In the case of a perfectly calibrated SAR system, the H and V signals coming back from a transponder with 45° orientation are expected to have the same amplitude independently on the polarization channel on receive. For this ideal case, an amplitude channel imbalance of 0 dB is expected.

The channel imbalance in amplitude computed as the ratio between cross- and co-polarized channels (or differences in dB) is depicted in Fig. 4 for the observed acquisition modes (green: EW, red: IW, blue: Stripmap). An opposite trend is indicated for the different transmit polarizations: the channel imbalance for H-on-transmit (HV–HH) is almost always above 0 dB, for V-on-transmit (VH–VV) below 0 dB but both curves show a similar elevation dependency and similar absolute values.

By inverting the sign for one pair on transmit we obtain the same imbalance behavior for both polarization combinations, e.g. the lower curve is folded upwards when the sign for V on transmit (VV–VH) is inverted. The impact of the transmit polarization is canceled out by using such channel combinations.
Radiometric refinement for pattern correction derived by ESA

In order to improve the radiometric accuracy of S-1A and to benefit from the findings of the radiometric calibration described before, a radiometric refinement was performed by ESA [24]. This refinement introduces individual gain bias corrections for each beam and polarization. Furthermore, in order to address the observed elevation-dependent gain shape (e.g. seen in Fig. 4), the operational antenna patterns used for TOPS mode acquisitions have been updated. The new antenna pattern includes an elevation-dependent linear ramp with specific parameters for each beam and polarization. It should be noted that all these correction factors used for the refinement were empirically derived using the present calibration results. All S-1A SAR data acquired since November 2015 have been processed and corrected according to the refinement results.

Radiometric stability and long-term monitoring

The radiometric accuracy and the channel imbalance are determined for the main operation mode, the IW mode with V-polarization on-transmit. Therefore, the point target responses have been evaluated for an observation period of 1.5 years after the radiometric refinement carried out by ESA and have then been compared with the results obtained during the calibration campaign. Furthermore, the radiometric stability and the long-term radiometric behavior of the SAR system are analyzed. Therefore the absolute calibration factor has been evaluated as a function of time since November 25, 2015 focusing on IW mode with V-polarization on-transmit. Beyond that the radiometric performance of the instrument has been analyzed for each module-based using the radio frequency characterization (RFC) mode.

Radiometric accuracy and channel imbalance for IW mode

The absolute calibration factor statistics (mean value and standard deviation) have been derived for each IW beam acquired with V-polarization on-transmit for the monitoring period of 1.5 years, i.e. since November 2015 (see Fig. 6). The differences between the mean values of all three beams (IW1, IW2, IW3) are very small with values below 0.15 dB.

However, a slightly higher variation is observed for cross-polarized data (VH) of all three beams compared with the respective co-polarized data (VV). In comparison with the results obtained before the refinement (see VV and VH channels of IW1-3 in Fig. 3), the radiometric offset for IW mode data has nearly vanished in Fig. 6 to an average of 0.08 dB. Furthermore, the radiometric accuracy is improved by 0.13 dB and the standard deviation for IW with V-polarization on-transmit is of 0.30 dB (1σ) over the 1.5 years observation period.

The polarimetric characteristics have also been analyzed after the refinement performed by ESA. The resulting channel imbalance in amplitude is depicted in Fig. 7 for the IW mode acquired with V-polarization on-transmit as a function of elevation angle. The channel imbalance determines the ratio between VV and VH transponder responses within processed SAR images. Comparison

Fig. 6. Absolute calibration factor covering the 1.5-years monitoring period for all the three beams of the IW mode acquired with V-polarization on transmit; the mean values are depicted by a symbol, the standard deviation by an error bar.

Fig. 7. Channel imbalance in amplitude for IW mode with V-polarization on-transmit covering the 1.5 years monitoring period.
of the results before (red open diamonds in Fig. 4) and after the refinement (Fig. 7) shows that the channel imbalance is reduced from $-0.63$ dB (before) to $0.15$ dB (after). The small but present elevation dependency of the channel imbalance in Fig. 7 indicates an insufficient antenna pattern correction applied during SAR processing. However, the standard deviation of the channel imbalance of IW mode with V polarization is improved from $0.21$ dB (before) to $0.14$ dB (after).

**Phase imbalance**

Similar to the channel imbalance in amplitude, the phase difference between the co- and the cross-polarized channel is estimated from the transponder responses extracted from the complex SAR images. In an ideal case this phase difference should be $0^\circ$ because the same signal, re-transmitted by the transponder, is seen in both SAR images (co- and cross-polarization) at the identical geometric position.

The remaining phase imbalance as a function of elevation angle is depicted in Fig. 8 covering observations before the refinement and considering all the three modes (green: EW, red: IW, blue: Stripmap). The phase differences of DH-polarization (HH–HV) are almost always below $0^\circ$; of the DV-polarization data (VV–VH) usually above $0^\circ$. The absolute phase difference is below $5^\circ$ with no significant differences between different modes which confirms a good quality of S-1A data with respect to the phase. Since only gain values are changed by the refinement the updated antenna elevation pattern has no impact on the phase.

Nevertheless, similar to the channel imbalance in amplitude the opposite behavior of both polarization pairs indicates that the remaining phase difference trend arise from the receiving channels rather than from the transmit channels.

**Timeline of calibration factors derived by point targets**

In order to focus on temporal variation the absolute calibration factor for IW mode acquisitions covering all the three IW beams is depicted over time in Fig. 9. A small data gap is recognizable at the end of June 2016 according to a SAR anomaly reported at this time [25]. Moreover, DLR reference targets could not monitor S-1A between December 2016 and March 2017 because they were blocked by other calibration campaigns.

In order to recognize trends within the radiometric performance, the calibration factor of two targets is highlighted and traced by individual (red) symbols in Fig. 9. These results consider data acquired under similar geometric conditions, i.e. consecutive products acquired over the specific target and with a constant elevation angle. Both targets highlighted in Fig. 9 are covered by the IW1 beam with descending orbit direction.

In general, the calibration factor of IW monitored in Fig. 9 is relatively stable over time with a minimum of $-0.75$ dB in October 2016 and a maximum of $0.6$ dB in May 2016. But small trends in the radiometric performance can be indicated: a decreasing trend from July to December 2016, an increasing trend from March to August 2017 and a more stable period from November 2015 to June 2016. These trends are in particularly visible for the highlighted targets within IW1.

By applying the internal calibration during SAR data processing a stable averaged calibration factor is expected over time. Variations may arise from seasonal changes of the atmospheric attenuation, e.g. more frequently rainy days occurred in summer compared with winter season. Furthermore, temporal trends of transmission and receive modules (TRM) in the instrument front-end could change the resulting antenna patterns. These individual TRM trends are further evaluated in the next section.

**RFC measurements long-Term analysis**

The TRMs of S-1A are continuously monitored in-orbit using the radio frequency characterization (RFC) mode. The RFC mode contains internal calibration measurements acquired with the pulse coded calibration technique which is similar to the pseudo-noise gating characterization mode used for TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X [26]. The method allows measuring the individual excitation coefficients of an active phased array antenna simultaneously and under most realistic conditions.

A total of 280 TRMs in H-polarization and 280 TRMs in V-polarization compose the front-end antenna. These are grouped into 14 tiles, i.e. each tile allocates 20 TRMs for each polarization on transmit. RFC mode products are used for TRM health monitoring. Therefore, in-flight measurements are compared against previously defined reference values to detect any anomaly, drift or failure. In-flight reference values are used to obtain deviations in amplitude and phase for the transmission and the reception paths in both polarizations.
In order to evaluate temporal trends, the amplitude of individual excitation coefficients for V-polarization on transmit is depicted in Fig. 10 for the period between November 2015 and July 2017. Higher amplitude deviations of several front-end TRMs are observed since the end of June 2016. Half of the TRMs in tile number 11 show an amplitude deviation of about −10 dB with respect to the reference (not shown in plot). Figure 10 focuses on amplitude deviations between −3 and 1 dB and depicts that the other half of the TRMs in tile number 11 (red lines) are also affected by this anomaly in contrast to TRMs of all other tiles (grey lines).

A change of the total instrument power is detected and corrected by the internal calibration of the SAR instrument. This correction seems to be properly implemented as the drop of the TRM power in June 2016 (red lines in Fig. 10) is not reflected in the absolute calibration factor (Fig. 9). Furthermore, it is not expected that the variation of only 10 out of 280 TRMs could have a noticeable impact on the resulting antenna pattern. However, further investigations and further long-term monitoring are needed to find the reason for the radiometric performance trend within the absolute calibration factor.

**Cross-talk determined from trihedral corner reflectors**

At a trihedral corner reflector the incoming wave is usually reflected three times and consequently the reflected wave is re-transmitted in the same direction as the incident wave. As a result a trihedral corner reflector does not rotate the polarization of the incoming wave, i.e. the related response within the SAR image should only be observable for the co-polarized channel, but not for the cross-polarized one. By relating the impulse responses of both channels it can be evaluated which portion of the co-polarized channel is also visible within the cross-polarization. The resulting cross-talk characterizes the instrument quality for separating both channels.

The cross-talk results for S-1A are shown in Fig. 11 covering the whole observation period; the different modes are indicated by color. The mean cross-talk for all acquired products is of about −40 dB. The lower spatial resolution in particular of the EW mode leads to a higher signal clutter causing a higher variation. This limits the capability to verify such a low instrument cross-talk.

The cross-talk derived from Stripmap mode is always below −37 dB, for IW mode below −32 dB and confirms the very good quality concerning the separation of the co- and cross-polarization channels of the instrument receiving paths.

**Conclusion**

DLR point targets (corner reflectors and transponders) have been successfully used for the radiometric and polarimetric calibration of the space-borne SAR system S-1A. Almost all modes and beams (considering all the four polarizations) were intensively investigated for the S-1A radiometric and polarimetric calibration performed during its routine operation phase. The mean absolute calibration factor and its standard deviation are determined for each beam and polarization showing beam-to-beam offsets of up to 0.6 dB and a clear polarization dependency. Furthermore, the analysis of the channel imbalance shows an elevation dependency caused by the correction of SAR data with improper antenna patterns during on-ground processing.

ESA performed a radiometric refinement in order to define new correction parameters and improve S-1A radiometric accuracy. IW mode acquisitions with V-polarization on-transmit were analyzed after ESA’s refinement for a time period of 1.5 years to evaluate the radiometric performance. Results show that the radiometric offsets for IW have been compensated and its radiometric accuracy has been improved with a standard deviation for this period of 0.30 dB (1σ). In addition, the channel imbalance in amplitude is also reduced from 0.63 dB to 0.15 dB with an improved accuracy of 0.14 dB (1σ). The remaining phase imbalance below 5° is not impacted by the refinement as expected. The low cross-talk of less than −37 dB for Stripmap mode confirms the very good isolation of both polarization receiving channels.

Small temporally trends have been observed for the absolute calibration factor and in particular since a SAR anomaly occurred at the end of June 2016. This anomaly affected several transmit and receive modules in tile number 11 as observed by the analysis of RFC measurements. Since then also higher variations have been seen for both the absolute calibration factor and the excitation coefficients of a number of TRMs. However, the trend of the absolute calibration factor should be monitored and analyzed further.
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